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Hotel Tester
Imagine being hired by a ﬁve stars hotel but no for a job in
cleaning and secretary if not to test the hotel facilities. As you
just have heard being an hotel tester is a real thing, these
people are interested in the hotel world and are professional
judges for them. They spend up to two nights in the hotel and
they have a lot to test. First the hotel ubication this is very
important because you have to know if the hotel is near
interests points of the city you are visiting. Second the
facilities this is one of funniest part of working as an hotel
tester you get to spend a day doing all the activities the hotel
gives to the guests you go to the spa, pool, activities etc.
Third is the food because hotels are known for the fest you
and your stomach can have by eating all the food in there.
Last but most important you have to write a big review about
the hotel talking about every aspect of the facility to let know
the personal what’s wrong and great about their hotel.

Puppy sitter
Have you ever question who takes care of
puppies that haven’t been adopted, well you
wish being one of those who take care of
them because this is a real an awesome job.
Imagine every morning you get to work, but
instead of having your angry boss yelling at
you for something you did wrong, you are
welcomed by a bunch of happy puppies that
have been waiting for you all morning. Your
job would be feeding and playing with them
you’ll have to make sure they don’t sleep all
day and keeping them active. Isn’t beautiful?
You spend your day with happie puppies that
will want petting and play

